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Light fields created by passive mode-locking (ML) are 
unmatched for ultrashort duration, peak electric field strength, 
energy localization, low noise and frequency precision. These 

unique features make ML lasers essential for frontier science and 
technology in physics, biology, chemistry and materials science1–4. 
Today, practically viable implementations based on fibre or semi-
conductor gain media hold promise to bring these frontier-pushing 
technologies to mainstream use3,5,6 as the state-of-the-art capabili-
ties continue their remarkable growth7.

ML in lasers was demonstrated shortly after the laser itself8 and 
understood in the frequency domain as the synchronization of lon-
gitudinal modes. Longitudinal modes are patterns of the electro-
magnetic field structured along the length of the resonator, whose 
resonant lasing frequencies differ by a free spectral range, Δ = c/P, 
where P is the optical path length of one round trip of the resona-
tor. ML occurs when the laser oscillates simultaneously in multiple 
modes and the phase difference between them is stable. Of course, 
laser resonators may support many transverse as well as longitu-
dinal modes. The optical path length for each transverse mode is 
different, so their free spectral range is different too (Supplementary 
Fig. 1b). It was realized early on that if several transverse modes 
have the right relationship between resonances, multitransverse-
mode ML may occur. This was dubbed ‘transverse ML’ for the case 
that involved a single longitudinal mode, and ‘total ML’ when mul-
tiple modes of each kind were involved8,9.

Why does ML occur? A now widespread intuition is that it rep-
resents the laser’s solution to an optimization problem defined by 
the cavity. When lasing is initiated, field fluctuations present in all 
the modes are amplified simultaneously. All complex combinations 
of the laser’s modes compete for the limited energy available from 
the gain medium. In passive ML, a saturable absorber (SA, an ele-
ment with loss inversely related to the optical power) is added to the 
laser cavity. Then, the minimum-loss state becomes one in which 

many longitudinal modes lase simultaneously, in phase, as this cor-
responds to a short pulse in time with a maximum peak power. As it 
experiences the least loss each round trip, this lowest-loss configu-
ration is preferentially amplified and eventually dominates all the 
other possible mode configurations.

As the study of ML matured, Ginzburg–Landau equations10–12 
were adopted in recognition of the importance of phase modula-
tions in addition to gain and loss. These models reveal the mode-
locked pulse to be a (dissipative) soliton, most commonly when the 
anomalous group velocity dispersion of the resonator cancels the 
non-linear phase shift that arises from the Kerr non-linearity in the 
laser medium. Later, it was realized that ML also occurs in lasers 
with normal dispersion12. In this case, the pulses carry a linear chirp, 
and a spectral filter is used to periodically shorten the chirped pulse 
by attenuating edges of the spectrum (and, owing to the chirp, wings 
of the pulse in time).

Some works considered aspects of higher dimensions in ML13–16,  
notably in the Kerr lens realization, in which weak coupling to 
higher-order modes is essential17–21. These works still view ML as 
a low-dimensional phenomenon. A notable exception is work on 
random lasers22–24, but to date coherent self-organization in these 
systems has been limited. Finally, early studies of multidimensional 
ML8,9 predated insights from non-linear dynamics and so represent 
only a minute fraction of the possibilities. We recently reported 
observations of spatiotemporal mode-locking (STML)25 in the form 
of three-dimensional (3D) coherent pulses in lasers based on mul-
timode fibres (MMFs). Although this work showed self-organized 
pulses in 3D lasers, our physical understanding was limited. The 
investigation of STML presents acute theoretical and experimental 
challenges. A direct simulation can be significantly complicated by 
the presence of disorder, spatiotemporal dispersion and multiscale 
non-linear interactions among a population of modes 10 to 104 
times larger than those in traditional ML. Similar challenges occur 
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for applying traditional 1D measurement techniques to STML 
oscillators, as virtually all the standard experimental techniques 
implicitly assume a spatially single-mode (that is, 1D) field. Thus, 
our understanding of STML was restricted to observational reports 
with careful, but limited, adaptations of traditional theoretical and 
experimental methods.

We outline here a mechanistic description of STML (Fig. 1) based 
on a new theoretical approach that we call attractor dissection. We 
constructed simplified models for 3D mode-locked lasers to iden-
tify the key mechanisms for several novel 3D laser solitary waves. 
This approach was adapted from workhorse techniques of laser 
physics10,26–28 and its results inform a similar intuition regarding the 
laser’s steady state. That is, STML steady states can be intuited as the 
result of a multidimensional optimization of the laser field towards 
the eigenstate of the cavity that most effectively extracts energy 
from the gain medium. To address the experimental challenges, we 
utilized a flexible approach for 3D electric-field measurement, scan-
ning off-axis digital holography, and performed an experimental 
modal decomposition.

Attractor dissection theory
We now outline the attractor dissection theory and apply it to 
understand the distinct regimes of the steady-state 3D pulse forma-
tion that occur as we vary one parameter of the cavity, the intracav-
ity spatial filter (SF) size. Further details are given in Methods and 
Supplementary Sections 1–4. We consider the laser cavity as a non-
linear projection operator that represents the transformation of the 
laser-field envelope, Ei(x,y,t), through its propagation along the lon-
gitudinal coordinate z of the cavity through one round trip (Fig. 1a).  
The cavity operator Ĉ performs the mapping:

Ĉ=+E x y t E x y t( , , ) ( , , ) (1)i i1

where the subscript of E is the round-trip number. Ĉ accounts 
for several different effects that are, in general, coupled insepa-
rably. In this view, the laser physics is a composition of iterated 
non-linear projection operations. In each round trip, the non-
linear dissipation of Ĉ selects from the field certain attributes, 
and the saturable laser gain provides a conditional (frequency- 
and energy-limited, and spatially localized) rescaling of the  
selected field.

We first considered a simplified multimode laser cavity contain-
ing seven transverse modes (listed in the legend at the top of Fig. 2), 
which consists of a normal-dispersion multimode gain fibre, an ide-
alized spatiotemporal SA (a SA sensitive to the local field intensity 
in space–time, ∣ ∣E x y t( , , ) 2), a spectral filter and a SF (Fig. 1b). The 
fibre is a model of that used in the experiments, whose key feature 
is its relatively low modal dispersion. As the filtering, SA and fibre 
propagation occur in spatially separate regions, Ĉ can be factored 
into Ĉ ω= ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂F x y F x y t P x y t( , ) ( )SA( , , ) ( , , ), where ̂F x y( , )  and ω̂F( ) are 
the spatial and spectral filter functions, ̂ x y tSA( , , )  is the spatiotem-
poral SA transfer function and ̂P x y t( , , )  accounts for the effect of 
the pulse propagation through the 3D non-linear gain medium. ̂P 
includes the inseparable effects of 3D gain, Ĝ, linear effects, such 
as spatiotemporal dispersion, ̂T, and non-linear mode coupling N̂. 

̂P is implemented by integrating a set of seven coupled non-linear 
partial differential equations.

Holding other parameters fixed, we simulated this cavity, starting 
from noise, with varying Gaussian SF sizes (positioned for simplic-
ity on-axis with the fibre). Figure 2 shows the spatial mode compo-
sition of the steady-state pulses as a function of the SF width (solid 
dots). We refer to these stable 3D fields, A(x,y,t), which are fixed 
points of equation (1), as eigenpulses of the cavity. This terminol-
ogy emphasizes that they are eigenfunctions of the cavity operator: 
Ĉ =A x y t A x y t( , , ) ( , , )  (but are not necessarily solitons, as occur in 
models that take the continuous z limit of equation (1)).

The key idea of attractor dissection is that, despite the many 
effects that occur on each round trip, a given eigenpulse may be 
principally selected by far fewer. This allows us to construct mini-
mal models of the laser in which Ĉ = R̂Ô, where Ô describes the 
effect(s) relevant to the specific eigenpulse’s attractor, and R̂ is a 
rescaling operator that acts as a simplified saturating gain, return-
ing the field’s energy to a fixed value once per round trip. Ô may 
be any effect or combination of effects in the cavity. By finding 
for a given eigenpulse the minimal Ô necessary to approximate it, 
we can identify the key effects responsible for its formation and 
stability. The fixed point attractor of the minimal model Ĉ, which 
we call the field attractor of Ô, provides insight into the role of Ô 
within the full laser dynamics (that is, what type of eigenpulses 
does Ô ‘prefer’?). We can find the field attractors by computing 
the asymptotic solution to repeated iterations of Ĉ starting from 
a noise field, E0(x,y,t):
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Fig. 1 | Conceptual outline of StML, attractor dissection and the spatiotemporal maximum-gain principle. a, A laser cavity can be described by a non-
linear projection operator Ĉ, which represents the entirety of the effects of propagation in the course of one round trip through the cavity on the intracavity 
electric field (equation (1)). b, How the different effects that compose Ĉ manifest in our experiments and our numerical model of a MMF laser. Here ̂SA,  

̂F and ̂P are operators that describe the effects of the spatiotemporal SA, intracavity SF (F) and non-linear gain fibre ( ̂P, which includes the inseparable 
effects of 3D gain, Ĝ, dispersion, ̂T and non-linear mode coupling, ̂N). In our experiment, the spatiotemporal SA is implemented by nonlinear polarization 
evolution (NPE) in the multimode fibre. c, An approximate intuition for the laser’s route to steady state, an EEE surface C, which is the product of the EEE 
curves that arise from the component effects shown, with respect to an arbitrary field parameter (for example, the amplitude in a given 3D mode). EEE 
describes how much energy a field with given parameters extracts from the gain medium. A (spatiotemporally) mode-locked pulse A(x,y,t) corresponds to 
an eigenpulse of Ĉ Ĉ=A x y t A x y t: ( , , ) ( , , ) , and is an attractive fixed point of the iterative map, that is, Ĉ=

→∞
A x y t E x y t( , , ) lim ( , , )

n

n . The eigenpulse typically 

maximizes EEE. Through attractor dissection, we identify the laser gain competition as an optimization approximately factored into subproblems. The 
example displayed in c illustrates a SF-dominated regime, in which the coordinates of the expected steady-state solution (the maximum of C, black circle) 
are closest to the attractor of F. In other regimes, G and SA play more important roles.
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= ̂
→∞

A x y t RÔ E x y t( , , ) lim [ ] ( , , ) (2)
n

n
0

As an example, consider the field attractor of the SF. If we take 
= ̂Ô F in equation (2) and solve with the seven transverse modes 

of the cavity described above, the solution A(x,y,t) has a straight-
forward interpretation. In the basis of the guided transverse modes 
of the fibre cavity, ̂F takes the form of a matrix F with elements 

φ φ= ∣ ∣F F x y( , )mn m n , where F(x,y) is the transmission function of 
the filter and φi = φi(x,y) are the transverse modes. The matrix F has 
eigenvectors νi, which are complex mode coefficients for fields that 

pass through the filter with only a uniform loss, that is: ν ν=F ti i i, 
where = ∣ ∣T ti i

2 is the energy transmission through the filter. The rel-
evant fixed point of equation (2), the attractor of ̂F, is the lowest-
loss eigenvector of the SF in the guided mode basis (with a uniform 
distribution in time). The curves in Fig. 2 show the modal compo-
sition of this spatial filter attractor (SFA) alongside full numerical 
simulations from 1 to 9 µm SF sizes. We observe that, even though 
the dissected attractor model neglects most of the laser physics, it 
accurately predicts the composition of the eigenpulse in this regime. 
Thus, we identify the SF as the key mechanism for the eigenpulses in 
this regime, which can be referred to as SF-driven pulses.
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Fig. 2 | Identifying the mechanisms of 3D mode-locked pulses for varying intracavity SF size. a–f, The plot in d shows the numerically calculated mode 
composition (solid points show the energy in each transverse-mode family relative to the total pulse energy) of the steady-state pulse solution for a 
MMF-based cavity, for varying sizes of the SF. The theoretical modal compositions of the relevant attractor models are plotted alongside the numerical 
points (solid curves). For each regime, representative EEE surface ‘cartoons’ (a,b,e,f) are shown to provide intuition for the attractors. The right vertical 
axis (grey) shows the gradient proxy (see main text) for the SF’s attractor (SFA), which estimates the relative importance of the SF in maximizing EEE. 
As the SF is increased, the steady-state operating regime changes from being dominated by the SF (a) to a SA-driven regime enabled by the SF (b), to 
competition between the SA and SF attractors (e) and finally to a regime characterized by a compromise between minimizing the SA loss while maximizing 
the gain efficiency (f). c, Representative beam profiles of steady-state pulses are shown above the plot in d for reference. Scale bars, Gaussian profile of the 
fundamental transverse mode (35 µm mode field diameter). An extended version of the figure and representative details of the steady-state regimes are 
presented in Supplementary Figs. 10–13.
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We repeated this procedure for the spatiotemporal SA, where we 
used a minimal model = ̂ ̂Ô TSA  (where ̂T describes the linear spa-
tiotemporal dispersion of the modes). We found that two distinct 
fixed point solutions to equation (2) exist, depending on whether 
the peak intensity of the pulse is below or above the saturation 
intensity of the SA. These dissected attractor models accurately pre-
dict the full numerical simulations for filter sizes between about 10 
and 30 µm in Fig. 2 (thus, those eigenpulses can be mechanistically 
described as SA-driven pulses). Similarly, we found that a minimal 
model for many of the eigenpulses in the large-filter regime uses 

Ĝ= ̂ ̂ ̂Ô P TSA ( , ), where Ĝ̂ ̂P T( , ) is the gain fibre-propagation opera-
tor, neglecting non-linear effects other than the gain, Ĝ.

Maximum gain principle
To see how the dissected attractor theory mechanistically explains 
3D laser physics, a helpful intuition is similar to the minimum-loss 
principle (this principle is established wisdom in laser science29). In 
a 3D laser, the expected winner of the gain competition is the field 
that, through a combination of low loss and high overlap with the 
gain medium, maximizes the energy extraction efficiency (EEE) 
from the gain medium (that is, maximizes the total energy gained 
by the field).

The idea of an expected winner of the gain competition is an 
effective intuition for the steady state in a 3D mode-locked laser: the 
steady state is the laser’s attempt to solve the optimization problem 
of maximizing EEE while satisfying the periodic boundary condi-
tion and starting from low-amplitude noise. The path to a steady 
state can be visualized as a maximization on an abstract surface in 
the 2N-dimensional space of the laser field’s 3D mode coefficients,  
with N the number of 3D modes (Fig. 1c). We can imagine this EEE  
surface as being composed of distinct contributions from each 
effect in the cavity, that is, as a problem approximately factored  
into distinct subproblems. Each dissected subsurface has a maxi-
mum that corresponds to that effect’s attractor, which is the steady-
state field that minimizes (maximizes) the loss (gain) from that 
effect. The 1D EEE surface cartoons in Figs. 1c and 2 illustrate the 
intuition: subsurfaces cooperate or compete in producing the EEE 
maximum, whose coordinates specify the expected winner of the 
laser gain competition. In some cases, as with SF-driven pulses, the 
maximum of EEE is mostly determined by the maximum of a single 
subproblem. In most scenarios, however, multiple effects cooperate 
or compete to form the maxima of EEE.

A quantitative measure of the importance of an effect is the gra-
dient of the EEE surface near its maximum. The solid grey curve 
in Fig. 2 (right y axis) shows a proxy measure of the gradient of 
the EEE surface around the SF’s attractor: the normalized difference 
in transmission between the first and second filter eigenfunctions, 
(T1 – T2)/T1. As the SF expands, the EEE gradient diminishes (from 
5 to 10 µm filter widths, visualized in Fig. 2e). Thus, minimizing 
the loss through the SF becomes less important for maximizing 
EEE. Eventually, the SF and SA effects have nearby, similar-height 
contributions to the EEE surface, so eigenpulses form between the 
respective attractors. As the filter expands, the SA becomes more 
important to the EEE maximization, and the eigenpulses then 
resemble the SA’s attractor (Fig. 2b). Finally, as the filter is made 
broader still, eigenpulses change from comprising the few radi-
ally symmetric modes (linear polarized LP modes LP01, LP02 and 
LP03) to a diverse set of higher-order modes. As implied by the EEE 
surfaces (Fig. 2f), this transition reflects the growing importance of 
the field’s overlap with the 3D gain medium.

We call the eigenpulses in the large-filter regime SAGE (satu-
rable absorber-gain efficiency) pulses, as in this regime, EEE maxi-
mization is approximately factored into (i) maximizing the gain 
efficiency via overlap with the gain medium (accomplished by 
occupying large-area, high-order modes) and (ii) minimizing the 
SA loss (accomplished by forming short, intense pulses). This is a 

multifaceted compromise, and leads to a range of novel 3D phys-
ics, which we summarize here (further details in Supplementary 
Sections 5–8). As the gain is slow (temporally non-local), EEE maxi-
mization can lead initially to numerous distinct 3D pulses that form 
independently from noise, which independently minimize the SA 
loss and collectively maximize the overlap with the gain medium. 
These pulses propagate with different group velocities (they con-
tain different modes), so they eventually collide. Through these 
collisions, single-mode SAGE pulses form as the multimode pulses 
cross-modulate each other through the spatiotemporally local SA 
(Supplementary Video 1). Intuitively, single-mode pulses are pro-
moted by the SA due to their minimum modal dispersive broaden-
ing. These single-mode SAGE pulses, which are visible in Fig. 2, 
for example, at 47.5 and 55 µm filter size in the LP21 mode group, 
are practically important. They reach a higher energy than is pos-
sible in single-mode oscillators, are free of spatiotemporal (modal) 
dispersion and, due to their unique mechanism, should also occur 
even in step-index fibres (Supplementary Section 8). They are, how-
ever, not the expected winner of the gain competition: in Fig. 2, the 
composition of these pulses deviates significantly from the expected 
SAGE attractor. Local–global competition of this kind is one reason 
that STML oscillators lack the same distinction between single- and 
multipulse regimes as that of conventional oscillators30, and single-
mode SAGE pulses highlight the limits of the approximate dissected 
attractor theory and EEE maximization intuition. For a given cav-
ity configuration in the SAGE regime, other qualitatively differ-
ent, multistable steady-states emerge as a result of different initial 
noise conditions. For example, we also observed multimode SAGE 
pulses that displayed a periodic breathing. In some cases, they are 
higher-order eigenpulses that satisfy Ĉ=A x y t A x y t( , , ) ( , , )n  for 
integer n, whereas others display breathing incommensurate with 
the cavity period due to an unconstrained transverse mode beating 
(Supplementary Section 7).

Building up reduced models of complex attractors
A motivation for attractor dissection is that it naturally extends to 
more advanced, but still reduced, models to describe experiments. 
The simplest models—the ones considered so far—are useful to 
identify the primary mechanisms for distinct 3D ML regimes in full 
numerical simulations with seven transverse modes. Simulations 
of fibre that supports 180 transverse modes (as in the experiments 
described below) is challenging, especially because of the complex 
role of disorder—an experimental feature we find essential for accu-
rate modelling. Although these reduced models fail to describe the 
details of ultrafast pulse propagation, they permit efficient simu-
lations and provide insight into experiments, which clarifies how 
effects like disorder affect the regimes identified in the few-mode, 
disorder-free models. To compare with experiments, we used a 
reduced model for Ĉ Ĝ= ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂RT FSAr , where Ĝ is an approximation of 
the saturating gain operator and ̂Tr is the linear transfer function 
of the cavity, extended to include random linear mode coupling 
(Methods and Supplementary Section 4 give details).

experiments
Experimentally, we observed STML in lasers constructed with 
multimode graded-index Yb:doped gain fibre and some free-
space sections, similar to those of Wright et al.25. The laser incor-
porates an adjustable SF, a spectral filter and a spatiotemporal 
SA, implemented using non-linear polarization evolution (NPE) 
in the multimode gain fibre. For a suitable choice of waveplate 
orientations in the cavity, NPE amounts to the action of an effec-
tive spatiotemporal SA, which imposes a loss inversely related to 
the spatiotemporal intensity of the circulating field. The electric 
field is measured in 3D using scanning off-axis digital holography 
(Methods) and is then decomposed into the transverse modes of 
the fibre (Fig. 3).
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As we vary the SF experimentally, we observed, as in the seven-
mode simulations in Fig. 2, various transitions in the STML steady-
state pulses (Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 1). These pulses have 
similar spectra, pulse duration, energy and other features as those 
in our simulations. SF-driven pulses (narrow SF) are narrowband, 
with triangular spectra and radially symmetric beams. With inter-
mediate filter sizes, the pulses are similar to SA-driven pulses; they 
have beam profiles with near-radial symmetry and broad rectan-
gular spectra, and concentrate energy in low-order modes. SAGE 
(broad or no SF) pulses are broadband and energetic, with rectan-
gular spectra and multimode beam profiles. Qualitative dynamical 
features, such as multistability and multiperiodicity, were observed; 
much like the seven-mode simulations, these occur primarily in the 
large-filter regime.

Beyond these qualitative trends, the experimental results are 
more complex (Fig. 3, with more details in Supplementary Sections 
4, 6 and 7). Reduced models are helpful for predicting how the effects 
of disorder, and the increased dimension of the optimization, affect 
the regimes of STML. Both in the experiment and reduced mod-
els, we see that with narrow SFs, pulses still comprise mostly radi-
ally symmetric modes. As the filter is widened, however, disorder 
and modal diversity incrementally result in more complex pulses. 
We routinely observed SAGE pulses that contained over 30 million 
locked 3D modes, about 10 times more than in any previous mode-
locked oscillator31,32. This quantitative comparison fails to capture 
the qualitative strangeness of these pulses, however. Characterized 
by a disordered spatiotemporal structure, the experimental SAGE 
pulses nonetheless exhibit remarkable long-range order (evidenced 
by a high radio frequency contrast >80 dB (Supplementary Figs. 16 
and 17). They are robust, with many being self-starting and stable 
over long durations and perturbations in the laboratory. Although 
principal modes of disordered fibres33,34 suggest a first guess towards 
a detailed model of these pulses, reconciling the surprising com-
plexity with the full multimode non-linear dynamics and periodic 
boundary conditions of the cavity will—as for many other new 

phenomena in 3D lasers—require advances in both theoretical and 
experimental methods.

Discussion
The present study focuses on a single narrow swath of parameter 
space—the variation of the SF in a normal dispersion, MMF-based 
STML oscillator. STML oscillators present many possibilities for 
exploring multidimensional non-linear dynamics and solitary 
waves, and fundamentally new forms of coherent light. For example, 
STML states that approximate multimode solitons35,36 should form 
with anomalous dispersion, and other spatial and spatiotemporal 
attractors13,37,38 should be observable by a judicious design of the cav-
ity. Meanwhile, high-performance lasers should be possible in set-
tings that range from few-mode step-index fibres (Supplementary 
Section 8) to free-space cavities with rod-like fibres, thin disks 
or other bulk gain media. Realizing STML with more systematic 
intracavity control (for example, intracavity spatial light modula-
tors or deformable mirrors) and novel spatiotemporal SAs will be 
an important step. Advances in 3D measurement tools will be cru-
cial for insightful experimental studies, and, hopefully, automated 
closed-loop control of STML lasers39–42.

Although our intention here was to use the optimization-
problem perspective to derive intuitive models for 3D laser phys-
ics, reconfigurable 3D lasers are promising as analogue computers 
and heuristic optimizers. Even at a modest scale of ~100 transverse 
modes, the cavity’s natural computations are ~10–100 billion times 
faster (and require ~1013 times less energy) than full numerical sim-
ulations on a digital computer. 3D lasers have many more controlla-
ble degrees of freedom than 1D oscillators, and have been described 
approximately with spin-glass models23,43 similar to coherent Ising 
machines44. Although the physics of competitive optimization (that 
is, Darwinism) is itself a universal model for a wide range of phys-
ics, from materials to biological evolution, extending mathematical 
spin-glass and synchronization analogies will be helpful for using 
3D lasers as heuristic optimization and analogue simulators. For 
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Fig. 3 | experimental regimes of StML and results from a reduced laser model. We measured the 3D field of stable mode-locked pulses in a normal-
dispersion multimode fibre laser for various intracavity SF dimensions. a–e, Results for a pulse with a narrow SF in the cavity (roughly a SF-driven 
pulse), showing the experimental mode decomposition of the 3D field into the transverse fibre modes (a), the same for a reduced model calculation 
(b), the experimental pulse spectrum (note the y axis is normalized to the mode with the maximum energy) (c) and the near-field beam profiles of the 
experimental (d) and reduced (e) model pulses. f–o, the same series of plots for mode-locked states with an intermediate-sized intracavity SF (f–j) and 
for a cavity without deliberate spatial filtering (roughly, SAGE pulses) (k–o). An extended version showing more typical experimental results is given 
in Extended Data Fig. 1, whereas Supplementary Figs. 16 and 17 show additional measurements and Supplementary Fig. 19 shows representative error 
estimations (see Methods). Here the reduced model neglects the Kerr non-linearity of the fibre and employs approximate operators to efficiently describe 
the saturating gain and linear fibre disorder. Despite these approximations, the reduced model reproduces coarse trends of the experiments, such as the 
reducing symmetry and broader modal distribution as the filter size is increased.
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experimentally realizing these and other applications, the control 
of coupling using active intracavity modulation45 or by engineered 
modes in semiconductor lasers46, multimode microresonators47 or 
coupled microresonators48 is promising.
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Methods
Theory. The main numerical and theoretical models are outlined in Supplementary 
Sections 2–4. For our few-mode simulations, we consider only 7 modes: the first 6 
modes, plus the 15th one (LP03).

Simulations of the non-linear wave equation. For simulations presented in the main 
article, we considered a 50 cm long fibre, which was chosen to be a similar order 
of magnitude to that of the experiment, but short enough to permit thousands 
of round trips to be efficiently simulated for each data point in Fig. 2. We took 
the gain to be a spatially saturating function of the fluence (the integral of the 
intensity over the temporal window) at each point in the transverse plane. The 
spatiotemporal SA was represented by an idealized transfer function with a 
modulation depth of 1 and a saturation intensity of 50 GW cm–2. Both numbers 
are of similar magnitude to those routinely used to describe normal-dispersion 
single-mode fibre lasers based on NPE. Besides the parameters noted, we assumed 
an output coupling ratio of 0.7, an additional lumped loss of 0.5 and a Gaussian 
spectral filter of 10 nm full-width-at-half-maximum. In addition, we rescaled the 
field after passing through the SF. This artificial step was done to keep the lasing 
threshold approximately constant as the filter size was varied, and thus allow the 
SF size to be adjusted without changing the gain saturation energy. As dissipative 
projection followed by the energy rescaling of the saturating gain is the essence of 
the laser physics, this approximation does not change the physics qualitatively.

Dissected attractor laser models for component attractors and reduced laser models. 
Supplementary Sections 3 and 4 describe the calculation of the attractors of each 
intracavity effect, and extensions of these approximate laser models to more 
complex attractors within slightly more realistic laser models. Like the main 
theoretical model, these ones describe the laser as the action of an iterative non-
linear projection operation on the intracavity field. The key difference is that 
only one or a small number of specific effects are considered alongside idealized 
implementations of the laser cavity’s physics, linear modal propagation and 
rescaling (from the saturating gain). In other words, all such models are based on 
an equation of the form:

Ĉ= = ̂
→∞ →∞

A x y t E x y t RÔ E x y t( , , ) lim ( , , ) lim [ ] ( , , ) (3)
n

n

n

n
0 0

where Ô represents an effect (or small number of effects) of interest, E0(x,y,t) is an 
initial noise field and ̂R is the unconditional rescaling operation that represents an 
idealized saturating laser gain. ̂R amounts to the following:

 (1) Calculate the total energy of the field, = ∭ ∣ ∣U E x y t x y t( , , ) d d d2 .
 (2) Multiply the field by ∕U U0 , so that the energy of the field is restored to a 

constant U0 regardless of the losses or gains elsewhere.

In most of the minimal models, we need the operator ̂T . ̂T  is the linear 
transmission operator that describes linear propagation (for example, the 
spatiotemporal dispersion) of the cavity’s guided modes (defined by the presence 
of the fibre, the bounding mirrors and so on) through one round trip. The linear 
transmission ̂T  is accomplished by multiplying the components of the field in the 
frequency domain, Ã, by a transmission matrix T (whose elements are ωTqp ), for 
each transverse mode q and each frequency ω:
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For the calculation of the component attractors relevant to the few-mode 
simulations, Tqpω is diagonal (as disorder is neglected), so Tqpω = Tqωδqp is derived as 
the solution to the linear fibre propagation over the fibre length from z = 0 to z = L:
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where Ω = ω – ωo. In general, ̂T  may also account for linear coupling between the 
guided modes, such as is caused by disorder, bending or clamping a multimode 
fibre, by imperfections in the imaging from the fibre end facet to the end facet or 
possibly by coupling deliberately introduced, for example, by waveplates, 2D phase 
plates, dispersive delay lines or other components.

We typically obtained the solutions to equation (2) numerically, initializing the 
field as a noise input and performing a large number of iterations until a steady-
state was attained.

As mentioned in the main text, such models can be naturally extended into a 
hierarchy of more accurate, but more complex, models of the laser. For example, 
to model the experiments with all the fibre’s guided modes in Fig. 3, we applied 
this by neglecting details of non-linear pulse propagation. This reduced model 
corresponds to an equation of the form:

Ĝ= ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂
→∞

A x y t RT F E x y t( , , ) lim [ SA ] ( , , ) (6)
n

n
r 0

where ̂Tr is the linear transmission through the cavity as above, but includes 
disorder. ̂R is obviously artificial and is not strictly required in reduced laser 
models; it is applied here practically to minimize the need to systematically vary 
the gain saturation energy when other parameters are modified. Here, we use 
a simplified model of the gain operator by employing an approximate solution 
to the field propagation (see Supplementary Section 4 for details). Disorder is 
implemented in ̂Tr by multiplying the vector of modal coefficients at each frequency 
before and after applying the spatiotemporal dispersion by a matrix MD = I + rX, 
where I is the M by M identity matrix, r is a parameter that characterizes the 
strength of disorder (between 0 and 1) and X is a random complex matrix (drawn 
from a uniform distribution from –1 to 1 for real and imaginary components). As 
experimental disorder manifests both in conservative (coupling between guided 
modes) and dissipative coupling (that is, disordered mode-dependent loss through 
disorder-induced coupling to radiating modes), X is not symmetric. We implicitly 
assumed that disorder only couples transverse modes, and take the disorder to be 
fixed across the timescale of the simulation. To account for the disordered coupling 
occurring mainly at the fibre clamps (and to approximate the distributed disorder 
within the fibre), we applied two different fixed matrices, MD

(1) and MD
(2), before and 

after applying the spatiotemporal dispersion each round trip ( ̂T  as in equation (5)). 
For the simulations shown in Fig. 3, we additionally took the output field to be the 
rejected light from the SA, as in the experiment.

For the reduced model simulations in Fig. 3, for the narrow SF simulation 
we used a 6 µm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian SF, offset from the centre 
by 1 µm, a 40 µm gain dopant width parameter (see Supplementary Section 4 for 
the definition), r = 0.05 and a SA saturation intensity of 40 GW cm–2 and gain 
saturation fluence of 3 mJ cm–2. For the intermediate filter simulations, these 
parameters were respectively 50 µm, 2.5 µm, 35 µm, 0.15, 30 GW cm–2 and 3 mJ cm–2.  
Finally, for the broad filter simulation, the parameters were a 1,000 µm SF full-
width-at-half-maximum, offset by 270 µm, with a gain dopant width parameter of 
35 µm, r = 0.2, SA saturation intensity of 25 GW cm–2 and gain saturation fluence of 
10 mJ cm–2.

STML oscillator experiments. The STML oscillator is based on the same partially 
graded multimode gain fibre used by Wright et al. (ref. 25). The laser design is 
shown in Fig. 1b; more detailed schematics are given in Supplementary Fig. 18,  
and a brief tour of the oscillator and measurements is shown in Supplementary 
Video 1. A 10 nm spectral filter was accomplished through a birefringent filter,  
a quartz plate between the output polarizing beam splitter (which also served as the 
rejection port for non-linear polarization rotation) and the isolator. An adjustable 
SF was realized with an adjustable iris on a three-axis translation stage. A 60 W, 
976 nm pump diode was coupled into the outer cladding of the fibre and combined 
and/or separated with the laser signal using dichroic mirrors. The results presented 
here are based on a cavity design in which the SF was placed in the near-field 
image of the output fibre end facet, which was subsequently imaged back onto the 
input fibre end facet with a 1:1 total magnification. The SF was usually slightly 
defocused from the near-field image of the output fibre end facet, to achieve a 
slightly smoother SF with our hard aperture. However, details like this, or even 
the imaging system itself, are mentioned for completeness only—we obtained 
qualitatively similar results in a variety of other designs, which included ones with 
different spectral filter sizes, SF implementations, without imaging optics in the 
free-space section and with SFs in the far-field plane or intermediate locations.

We either angle cleaved the fibre at each end or employed angled end caps to 
prevent back reflections that disrupt the ML. Although end caps increase the laser’s 
peak power handling and dramatically reduce the effects of clamp-induced linear 
mode coupling and disordered mode-dependent loss, we found evidence for beam 
distortions due to the relatively small aperture of our end caps (400 µm). To avoid 
the error this would introduce in mode decomposition, the results presented here 
use simply angle-cleaved fibres. We expect that the use of larger end caps in the 
future will alleviate several practical challenges with the current design.

The laser was aligned to maximize the continuous-wave output power and the 
SF was aligned to the centre of the beam by closing it incrementally and maximizing 
the output power by adjusting the transverse position. The SF was then opened and 
the pump power increased to a level at which ML was expected (in our experiments, 
this was >20 W). To mode-lock the laser, we employed the same techniques used 
to mode-lock single-mode fibre lasers based on non-linear polarization SAs, but 
also adjusted the SF. Generally, it is easy to achieve ML, but in some realizations 
finding a stable mode-locked state (that is, one that remains mode-locked for 
many hours, and through environmental perturbations over the course of a day) 
can be challenging. Empirically, we found that the use of a moderate or narrow SF 
was helpful; this may result from forcing the laser to mostly occupy low-modal-
dispersion, low-order modes, and also by reducing the number of competing 
solutions. A high-quality, self-starting mode-locked state, stable enough to make 
measurements over several days, can be typically obtained by finding any mode-
locked state, then slightly adjusting the pump power and SF size and/or position to 
ensure the single-pulse operation and/or stability of the pulse train.

For each mode-locked state, to verify single-pulsing operation without a 
continuous-wave background, we made the following measurements. First, the 
laser’s autocorrelation was measured using a long-range intensity autocorrelator, 
and the pulse train from the laser was measured with a fast photodiode and 
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oscilloscope. Together, these measurements ensured that only a single pulse 
existed in the cavity. Note that, due to the spatiotemporal structure of the pulse, 
the intensity autocorrelation is not an accurate representation of the pulse but 
is, nonetheless, useful as a rough measure of the pulses’ existence and temporal 
extent. Second, after spatially uniform sampling by glass windows, we coupled 
the entire field into a long highly multimode step-index fibre and then measured 
the spectrum using an optical spectrum analyser. This was done to average the 
spectrum across the entire field in space, to ensure that no continuous-wave 
background was present (given the numerous lasing modes, it is possible for the 
continuous-wave background to exist in modes uninvolved with the mode-locked 
state, and hence measurements that do not average across the entire field may yield 
misleading results). We then measured the radio frequency spectrum using a radio 
frequency spectrum analyser with a 10 Hz resolution bandwidth and a 1 Hz video 
bandwidth. Finally, 3D measurements and mode decomposition were measured as 
described in the next section. Before and after the measurements, we blocked the 
cavity and unblocked it to allow the laser to start from noise to determine whether 
the state is self-starting. We found that stable states were almost always self-starting 
(those reported here are), and are robust against small perturbations of the fibre, 
the cavity alignment and so on. Some states (especially in the SAGE regime) were 
bi- or multistable ones, and hence each time the laser was started it reached one of 
several different steady states. Supplementary Figs. 16 and 17 show the complete set 
of measurements for two representative STML states (both states were additionally 
verified to be self-starting).

In experiments, the rejected light from the NPE SA was used as the output 
coupled light (Supplementary Fig. 18). This means that the output field differed 
slightly from that which remained circulating in the cavity, unlike the case for the 
simulations. To account for this, we performed some experiments with a second 
additional output, released after the polarizing beam-splitter that realized the loss 
for the NPE SA. With this measure, no significant differences were observed, and 
therefore, for practical purposes, we maintained the simpler design of using the 
rejected light as the output coupled light.

3D pulse-field measurement and mode decomposition experiments. Our 
approach to measuring the 3D electric field (3D pulse) emitted by the laser was 
inspired by work on STRIPED FISH49,50 and TERMITES51, as well as by a large 
number of works on algorithm-based mode decomposition52–54. Many other 
works are published on both 3D field measurements and mode decompositions, 
each with their own advantages and disadvantages. The primary objective of 
our approach was to build a simple device that would have an easily adjustable 
space–time bandwidth product to allow the measurement of the range of possibly 
complex chirped pulses emitted directly by the laser. This was accomplished by 
the use of delay-scanned off-axis digital holography55,56 (for a schematic of the 
device, see Supplementary Fig. 18) in which a spatially filtered version of the 
main pulse was used as a spatiotemporal reference. We measured the electric 
field E(x,y,τ) (where τ refers to the local time in the pulse reference frame) and 
performed a Fourier transform to obtain ω̃E x y( , , ). The phase relationship between 
the frequency components was obtained by measuring the frequency-resolved 
optical gating trace of the spatially filtered reference field. To perform the mode 
decomposition, we then took the overlap of the field at each frequency with the 
calculated spatial modes, φn(x,y), for the nominal refractive index profile of the 
multimode gain fibre, that is ω φ ω= ∬ ̃c x y E x y x y( ) *( , ) ( , , )d dn n

. The plotted values in 
Fig. 3, U

U
i
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The mode decomposition has a notably high uncertainty following, first, from 
the inexact knowledge of the fibre index profile and, second, from the inability to 
locate the centre of the fibre in the image with a high precision. For a fibre with 
90 modes, the representational capacity of the guided modes is high, and so the 
decomposition error associated with the latter effect can be considerable, even if 
one takes a rigorous approach to image calibration; note that a high-quality mode 
decomposition can be obtained even when these calibration parameters are wrong. 
(In contrast, it is much easier to unambiguously obtain the correct calibration for 
a few-mode fibre, with its very limited representational capacity.) Our calibration 
approach involved utilizing four independent, distinct calibration methods of the 
scale and centre position of the fibre and then averaging across these. To translate 
the uncertainty in the calibration of the scale and fibre centre position into the 
mode decomposition error, we compared the mode decomposition obtained with 
the nominal optimum calibration versus one in which the scale and fibre centre 
position were adjusted by the error of these calibration parameters (inferred by 
the deviation across the independent calibration methods). In the Supplementary 
Information, we analyse this error for two specific STML states for which all 
the measurements are presented. We found a typical error of about 6% (8% and 
4% for the two examples considered). However, we note that this error estimate 

is an average across the modes, and specific modes have a larger uncertainty 
(Supplementary Fig. 19); furthermore it does not account for the error associated 
with the real fibre’s refractive index profile differing from our best estimate (which 
introduces additional error due to the difference between the decomposition 
modes and the true modes of the fibre). Altogether, these issues motivate our 
interpretation of the mode decomposition as a rough estimate: it yields a good 
measure of the overall distribution of energy (in low- versus high-order modes, 
say), but not a precise measurement of the exact modal distribution.

Note added in proof: Prior to publication of this work, we noticed a preprint 
that provides evidence for pulses resembling single-mode SAGE pulses57.

Data availability
All data in the manuscript and supplementary are available from the corresponding 
author on reasonable request.

Code availability
The principal components of the codes used in the manuscript have been 
made publicly available with extensive documentation at https://github.com/
WiseLabAEP/GMMNLSE-Solver-FINAL Additional codes mostly build on this 
core code, and may be requested from the corresponding author.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | examples of experimental StML states ranging from the very narrow filter regime (a-c) through narrow-intermediate filter 
sizes (d-h) and large/no spatial filter (i-j). The panels (left to right) show the modal energy distribution, the whole-field spectrum, and the measured 
and reconstructed beam profiles. The reconstructed beam profiles obtained from the 3D field modal decomposition are shown to help qualify the mode 
decomposition. Overall, we see similar trends as in the few-mode simulations. In the narrow-filter regime, STML states concentrate energy into radially-
symmetric modes and a small number of low-order modes. The spectra in this regime also resemble the narrow, asymmetric spectra observed in few-
mode simulations. For intermediate filter sizes, we see STML states with intermediate features, still tending to concentrate energy into radially-symmetric 
modes, but with a broader distribution of modes and with broader and less asymmetric, more rectangular spectra. Finally, for the largest spatial filter 
(here, meaning no spatial filtering besides that occurring in the optical isolator and fibre coupling) we see the experimental manifestation of the SAGE 
regime: broad symmetric spectra with a broad distribution of modes that is most heavily weighted to low-order modes. The absence of radial symmetric 
features in the beam profiles also evidences the transition from radially-symmetric low-order modes to the degenerate mode families of less-symmetric 
higher-order modes that occurs in the SAGE regime. Considering that 90 transverse modes are present in the oscillator, and that disordered linear mode 
coupling is important especially for low-symmetry modes, the agreement with the few-mode trends is good. The experimental results also agree well with 
the predictions of the reduced models in Supplementary Material, Section 4.
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